Introduction
The most commonly used methods of background generation are based on averaging the contents of successive frames of the image [4, 5] . They are simple and it is quite easy to implement them efficiently. In most cases they provide correct results, however, it is possible that they will fail in some situations where background is obscured by foreground objects. Algorithms based on pixel occurrences are slower and more complicated but give much better results.
Implementation stages
The work [1] proposed a modified approach (originally described in [3] ) based on analysis of number of occurrences of different brightness levels for each pixel of the image. In the present algorithm there are two operations to perform: updating pixel occurrences in background model, and background generation using collected data.
These two operations may be used together (when it is necessary to create background on-line) or independently -then occurrences are updated every frame and background is created from time to time.
The first stage of implementation of occurrences updating is quite straightforward and leads to the following code in C language:
/ / g r e y l e v e l a t ( y , x ) p i x e l = c u r r e n t _ f r a m e In fact, now it is only one simple instruction and this should give some substantial decrease of execution time.
The third stage of implementation was to rewrite the present code in the most efficient way. Some advanced techniques as loop unrolling and common subexpression elimination were used. Also, referencing the data were changed from arrays to pointers and some other optimizations were performed, based on results of code profiling with AMD's CodeAnalyst Performance Analyzer [2] .
Parts of the code (mostly occurrences reducing) were replaced by SSE2 instructions which allow to perform some operations in parallel. An attempt to parallelize other parts of the code (e.g. occurrences counting) was made but it did not give any positive effects. The main reason is that SIMD instructions are not intended for such tasks as histogram operations due to memory collisions. The details on this subject are described in work [9] together with some methods for overriding problems but they do not help much in implementation of background generation algorithm. There are many points visible but differences, in general, are small. It can be deduced from the graph shown in Fig. 3 .
Comparison of results
This graph shows how differences (number of points, maximum difference, sum of differences and average difference per pixel -all normalized to 100%) between backgrounds change in time. It leads to a conclusion that, in practice, both backgrounds are equally "good". However, the execution times vary considerably as shown in Tab. 1. [7, 8] . In this case, the total time of analysis was in average 41.6 ms per frame (frame resolution 720x576).
Images shown in Fig. 4 were obtained from this system but for comparison purposes, methods from stage 1 and stage 3 were used. It can be seen that these two approaches differ only in very few places, so it means they give very similar final effects though they generate slightly different backgrounds.
Problems with parallelizing code with SSE instructions are caused by the location of the relevant data -pixels of frame image are in coherent area of memory space and could be used in SSE instructions, but they are only indexes to the "true" data, i.e. frequency histograms, and all important (and time consuming) operations are performed only on those "true" data. None of the SSE instructions would facilitate the operations of indexing the data, so access to the frequency histogram must be carried out sequentially. Also, the search for peak in the histogram cannot be parallelized due to scattering of data in memory.
Use of GPGPU is also problematic -efficient processing with the use of this approach requires the placement of data in local memory, but usually the frame used to update the background -not to mention the histogram of occurrences frequency -is too big to fit in local memory. Moving all the data to global memory effectively wipes out any gains from parallel processing. Also, some difficulties with necessary threads synchronization could arise.
It seems that reasonable parallel algorithm is possible only at full multiprocessor architecture -then each processor would process, for example, a single line of an image (or a single point). In this case, some of the problems could be eliminated, but in their place there are others, related to the need to provide consecutive video frames for such an environment and to transfer of the generated background outside. Unfortunately, the authors are not currently able to verify these assumptions due to the lack of access to such architecture. 
